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Abstract
A Hamiltonian path of a graph G is a simple path that contains each vertex of G exactly once. A
Hamiltonian cycle of a graph is a simple cycle with the same property. The Hamiltonian path (resp.
cycle) problem involves testing whether a Hamiltonian path (resp. cycle) exists in a graph. The 1HP
(resp. 2HP) problem is to determine whether a graph has a Hamiltonian path starting from a speciﬁed
vertex (resp. starting from a speciﬁed vertex and ending at the other speciﬁed vertex). TheHamiltonian
problems include the Hamiltonian path, Hamiltonian cycle, 1HP, and 2HP problems. A graph is a
distance-hereditary graph if each pair of vertices is equidistant in every connected induced subgraph
containing them. In this paper, we present a uniﬁed approach to solving the Hamiltonian problems on
distance-hereditary graphs in linear time.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper are ﬁnite, undirected, without loops or multiple edges.
Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Throughout this paper, let
m and n denote the numbers of edges and vertices of G, respectively. A Hamiltonian cycle
in a graph is a simple cycle in which each vertex of the graph appears exactly once. A
Hamiltonian path in a graph is a simple path with the same property. The Hamiltonian
path (resp. cycle) problem is to determine whether a Hamiltonian path (resp. cycle) exists
in a graph, and ﬁnd one if such a path (resp. cycle) does exist. The Hamiltonian cycle
and Hamiltonian path problems have been much studied and have numerous applications in
different areas [1,4,46,47,50]. It is well known that these two problems are NP-complete for
general graphs [28,29], and NP-complete even for special classes of graphs such as bipartite
graphs [39], split graphs [30], chordal bipartite graphs [42], strong chordal split graphs [42],
undirected path graphs [5], directed path graphs [43], circle graphs [18] and grid graphs
[38]. However, they admit polynomial time algorithms when the input is restricted to be in
some special classes of graphs, including interval graphs [10,40], circular-arc graphs [49],
convex bipartite graphs [42], permutation graphs [22,48], cocomparability graphs [19,21]
and bipartite distance-hereditary graphs [41]. Given a graph G and a vertex s (resp. two
distinct vertices s and t) in G, the 1HP (resp. 2HP) problem is to determine whether G has
a Hamiltonian path starting from s (resp. starting from s and ending at t), and ﬁnd one if
such a path does exist. The 1HP and 2HP problems on general graphs are also NP-complete
[29]. The Hamiltonian problems include the Hamiltonian path, Hamiltonian cycle, 1HP,
and 2HP problems.
A connected graph is distance-hereditary if the distance between every two vertices in
any connected induced subgraph is the same as in the original graph, where the distance
between two vertices is the length of a shortest path connecting them. Distance-hereditary
graphs are a subclass of parity graphs [13] and hence, they form a subclass of perfect
graphs that are graphs G in which the maximum clique size equals the chromatic num-
ber for every induced subgraph of G [30]. Examples of graphs belonging to the class of
distance-hereditary graphs are trees, complete graphs, k-partite complete graphs, block
graphs, cographs, Ptolemaic graphs, and bipartite distance-hereditary graphs [7]. Distance-
hereditary graphs have been exploited in the design of interconnection network topologies
[23,25,26]. Properties and optimization problems in these graphs have been studied by
many researchers [3,6,8,11,12,17,24,33,34,45,51,52]. The Hamiltonian path problem on
distance-hereditary graphs has found an application which was appeared in [36] and is
stated as follows: Esfahanian and Oellermann modelled a distance-hereditary graph as a
multicomputer, and discussed the multidestination message-routing problem on it [25,26].
The longest linear array (Hamiltonian path) can be simulated in a multicomputer intercon-
nected as a distance-hereditary graph. Previously, a number of parallel algorithms that can
be executed on linear arrays have been developed [2]. They all can be executed as well on
a multicomputer interconnected as a distance-hereditary graph.
Several properties of distance-hereditary graphs were also explored for algorithmic ap-
plications. Bandelt and Mulder showed that the graphs of house, domino, gem, and hole are
neither induced subgraphs nor isometric subgraphs of a distance-hereditary graph [3]. They
also showed that a distance-hereditary graph can be constructed from an isolated vertex
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by adding vertices one by one through operations called one-vertex extensions [3]. Ham-
mer and Maffray proposed a linear-time recognition algorithm that constructs a sequence
of one-vertex extensions for a distance-hereditary graph [32]. Damiand et al. pointed out
that the recognition algorithm in [32] was slightly incorrect and gave a correct linear-time
recognition algorithm for distance-hereditary graphs [20]. Chang et al. gave a new recur-
sive deﬁnition for distance-hereditary graphs and showed that the weighted vertex cover
problem, the weighted independent domination problem, the minimum ﬁll-in problem, and
the treewidth problem on distance-hereditary graphs are polynomially solvable [9].
Golumbic and Rotics showed that the clique-width of every distance-hereditary graph is
at most three [31]. The notion of clique-width of graphs was ﬁrst introduced by Courcelle
et al. in [14]. The clique-width of a graph G is deﬁned as the minimum number of labels
needed to construct G, using four graph operations: creation of a new vertex with label i,
disjoint union, connecting verticeswith speciﬁed labels, and renaming labels. An expression
built from the above four operations using k labels is called a k-expression. Each k-expression
unique deﬁnes a graph. Formore background on clique-width, we refer the reader to [14,16].
A graph is of bounded clique-width if there is a ﬁxed integer k such that the clique-width of
the graph is not greater than k. Bounded clique-width graphs are especially interesting from
algorithmic point of view. A lot of NP-complete problems can be solved in polynomial time
for graphs of bounded clique-width if an expression for the input graph is explicitly given.
A graph problem on bounded clique-width graphs is said to be an MS1 problem if it can be
deﬁned by a monadic second order logic (MS-logic) formula, using quantiﬁers on vertices
but not on edges. A graph problem is called an MS2 problem if it is deﬁnable in MS-logic
formulawith quantiﬁers on both vertices and edges. Courcelle et al. showed an elegant result
that all MS1 problems on bounded clique-width graphs can be solved in linear time if an
expression for the input graph is explicitly given [15]. Golumbic and Rotics showed that a
corresponding 3-expression for a distance-hereditary graph can be built in linear time [31].
Therefore, a wide class of graph problems are linear-time solvable on distance-hereditary
graphs. Note that the Hamiltonian problems are not MS1 problems since they cannot be
represented by MS-logic formula using quantiﬁers over vertex set only. The technique in
[15,31] cannot be applied to solve the problems considered in the paper. However, Espelage
et al. proposed polynomial time algorithms to solve some problems which are not MS1
problems on bounded clique-width graphs [27]. They solved the Hamiltonian path problem
for graphs with bounded clique-width k in O(nk2) time. That is, the algorithm proposed
by Espelage et al. for the Hamiltonian path problem on distance-hereditary graphs runs in
O(n9) time [27].
In this paper, we show that the Hamiltonian problems on distance-hereditary graphs are
linear-time solvable. Previous related works are summarized below. Müller and Nicolai de-
velopedO(n(n+m)) andO(n3) time algorithms for the Hamiltonian cycle andHamiltonian
path problems on bipartite distance-hereditary graphs (a subclass of distance-hereditary
graphs that are bipartite), respectively [41]. Nicolai presented the ﬁrst polynomial algo-
rithms for the Hamiltonian problems on distance-hereditary graphs and showed that both
Hamiltonian cycle and 2HP problems on distance-hereditary graphs can be solved in O(n3)
time [44]. An algorithm for the 2HP problem on distance-hereditary graphs can be used
to solve the 1HP and Hamiltonian path problems on the same class of graphs in O(n4)
and O(n5) time, respectively, by a trivial reduction technique that reduces both 1HP and
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Hamiltonian path problems to the 2HP problem [44]. Hung et al. solved the Hamiltonian
cycle problem on distance-hereditary graphs in O(n2) time [37]. Hsieh et al. improved
the above result to obtain an O(m + n)-linear-time algorithm for the Hamiltonian cycle
problem on distance-hereditary graphs [35]. Recently, Hsieh solved the 2HP problem on
distance-hereditary graphs in O(m+n) time [36].Whether the other Hamiltonian problems,
including 1HP problem and Hamiltonian path problem, on distance-hereditary graphs can
be solved in O(m + n) time is still unknown. In this paper, we present a uniﬁed approach
to solving the Hamiltonian problems on distance-hereditary graphs in O(m + n)-linear
time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some proper-
ties of distance-hereditary graphs and give some basic deﬁnitions. In Section 3, we show
that the Hamiltonian path problem on distance-hereditary graphs can be solved in linear
time. Section 4 shows that the 2HP, 1HP, and Hamiltonian cycle problems on distance-
hereditary graphs can be reduced to the Hamiltonian path problem on the same class
of graphs in O(n) time. Finally, some concluding remarks and future work are given in
Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
Chang et al. have shown that distance-hereditary graphs have a graceful characterization
[9]. The characterization makes use of the concept of twin sets. Every distance-hereditary
graph has a twin set that is a subset of vertices. We use TS(G) to denote a twin set of a
distance-hereditary graph G in the following.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Chang et al. [9]). The class of distance-hereditary graphs can be deﬁned
by the following recursive deﬁnition:
(1) A graph consisting of a single vertex v is a distance-hereditary graph with the twin
set {v}.
(2) If GL and GR are distance-hereditary graphs, then the union G of GL and GR is a
distance-hereditary graph and TS(G) = TS(GL)∪ TS(GR). In this case, we say that G
is formed from GL and GR by a false-twin operation.
(3) If GL and GR are distance-hereditary graphs, then the graph G obtained from GL and
GR by connecting every vertex of TS(GL) to all vertices of TS(GR) is a distance-
hereditary graph and TS(G) = TS(GL)∪TS(GR). In this case, we say thatG is formed
from GL and GR by a true-twin operation.
(4) If GL and GR are distance-hereditary graphs, then the graph G obtained from GL and
GR by connecting every vertex of TS(GL) to all vertices of TS(GR) is a distance-
hereditary graph and TS(G) = TS(GL). In this case, we say that G is formed fromGL
and GR by a pendant operation.
Notice that the two graphs formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation and a
pendant operation are isomorphism but with different twin sets. In the rest of the paper, we
assume the twin set of G is the twin set of GL whenever we say that G is formed from GL
and GR by a pendant operation.




























Fig. 1. (a) A distance-hereditary graph G, and (b) a decomposition tree DT(G) of G, where the vertices in TS(G)
are drawn by solid circles.
By the above deﬁnition, a binary ordered decomposition tree DT(G) of a distance-
hereditary graph G can be constructed. The decomposition tree of a distance-hereditary
graph is a binary rooted node-labelled tree and is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Chang et al. [9]). The decomposition treeDT(G) of a distance-hereditary
graph G consisting of a single vertex v is a tree of one node labelled by v. If G is formed
from GL and GR by a false-twin (resp. true-twin, pendant) operation, then the root of
the decomposition tree DT(G) is a node labelled by ‘F’ (resp. ‘T’, ‘P’) with the roots of
DT(GL) and DT(GR) being the left and right children of the root of DT(G), respectively.
Notice that the decomposition treeDT(G) is a binary ordered tree. For instance, given the
distance-hereditary graphG shown in Fig. 1(a), a decomposition treeDT(G) ofG is shown
in Fig. 1(b). Note that ifG is formed fromGL andGR by a pendant operation, thenDT(GL)
and DT(GR) are the left and right subtrees of DT(G), respectively, and TS(G) = TS(GL).
Theorem 2.1 (Chang et al. [9]). A decomposition tree of a distance-hereditary graph can
be constructed in O(m+ n) time.
In the rest of the paper, we assume that G = (V ,E) is a distance-hereditary graph and
is formed from GL and GR by one of a false-twin operation, a true-twin operation, and a
pendant operation. We use VL and VR to denote the vertex sets ofGL andGR , respectively.
In other words, V = VL ∪ VR and VL ∩ VR = .
Deﬁnition 2.3. For any two sets X andY, let X \ Y denote the set of elements of X that are
not in Y.
Notice that every vertex in TS(GL) is adjacent to all vertices of TS(GR) and is not
adjacent to any vertex in VR \TS(GR) ifG is formed fromGL andGR by either a true-twin
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operation or a pendant operation. By symmetry, every vertex in TS(GR) is adjacent to all
vertices of TS(GL) and is not adjacent to any vertex in VL \ TS(GL) if G is formed from
GL and GR by either a true-twin operation or a pendant operation.
Deﬁnition 2.4. ApathP, denotedbyv1v2 · · · v|P |, of a graph is a sequence (v1, v2, . . . , v|P |)
of vertices, each appearing exactly once, onwhich vi andvi+1 are adjacent for 1 i |P |−1.
The ﬁrst and last vertices visited by P are called the path-start and path-end of P, respec-
tively. Both of them are end vertices of P.
For a path P of a graph, we allow that the path-start and the path-end of P are the same
only in the case that P contains exactly one vertex.
Deﬁnition 2.5. For two vertex-disjoint paths P1 = u1u2 · · · u|P1| and P2 = v1v2 · · · v|P2|
of a graph G such that the path-end of P1 and the path-start of P2 are adjacent, let P1P2
denote the path u1u2 · · · u|P1|v1v2 · · · v|P2|. The path P1P2 is said to be the concatenation
of P1 and P2.
Deﬁnition 2.6. A path cover PC of a graph G is a set of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths of
G such that all vertices are visited by exactly a path in PC. A minimum path cover of G is
a path cover of G of minimum cardinality.
Note that if G has a Hamiltonian path P, then {P } is a minimum path cover of G.
Deﬁnition 2.7. For a path cover PC of a distance-hereditary graph G, the end vertices of
paths in PC not in the twin set of G are called free vertices of PC. Denote by (G,PC)
the number of free vertices of PC in G and it is called the free number of PC in G.
Deﬁne L(G,PC) = |{v| v is an end vertex of a path in PC, v /∈ TS(G), and v ∈
VL}| and R(G,PC) = |{v| v is an end vertex of a path in PC, v /∈ TS(G), and
v ∈ VR}|.
For instance, if P is a Hamiltonian path of G, then (G, {P })2. By deﬁnition, (G,
PC) = L(G,PC)+ R(G,PC).
Deﬁnition 2.8. A path of a distance-hereditary graph G is called a twin-set path if both its
two end vertices are in the twin set ofG. A path ofG is called a semi-twin-set path if exactly
one end vertex of it is in the twin set of G. A path cover of G is called a twin-set path cover
of G if (1) every path in the path cover is either a twin-set path or a semi-twin-set path of
G and (2) at most two paths in the path cover are semi-twin-set paths of G.
Deﬁnition 2.9. Denote by f (G) the minimum free number of a twin-set path cover of a
distance-hereditary graph G. If G has no twin-set path cover, then f (G) is undeﬁned. A
twin-set path cover PC of G with (G,PC) = f (G) is called a minimum-free-number
twin-set path cover of G if f (G) is deﬁned.
Deﬁnition 2.10. Let U be a subset of vertices of G and let P be a path of G. A subpath P ′
of path P is called a U-subpath of P if P ′ visits vertices in U only. A U-subpath of P is
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U-maximal if it is not a proper subpath of any U-subpath of P. For a path cover PC of G,
denote by U(PC) the set of all U-maximal subpaths of all paths in PC.
Let PC be a twin-set path cover of a distance-hereditary graph G. Then, VL(PC) (resp.
VR(PC)) is the set of all VL-maximal (resp. VR-maximal) subpaths of all paths in PC.
Clearly, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are path covers of GL and GR , respectively. For instance,
suppose that G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation and that G has a
Hamiltonian path P starting from a vertex in VL and ending at a vertex in VR . Let P =
P1P2 · · ·Pk , where Pi , 1 ik, is either a VL-maximal subpath or a VR-maximal subpath
of P. Since P starts from a vertex in VL and ends at a vertex in VR , P1, P3, . . . , Pk−1 are
VL-maximal subpaths of P and P2, P4, . . . , Pk are VR-maximal subpaths of P. We can also
see that VL({P }) = {P1, P3, . . . , Pk−1} and VR({P }) = {P2, P4, . . . , Pk} are path covers
of GL and GR , respectively. Since VL(PC) and VR(PC) are path covers of GL and GR ,
respectively, we have, by deﬁnition, that (GL, VL(PC)) = |{v| v is an end vertex of a path
in VL(PC) and v ∈ VL \ TS(GL)}| and (GR, VR(PC)) = |{v| v is an end vertex of a path
in VR(PC) and v ∈ VR \ TS(GR)}|.
LetPC be a twin-set path cover of a distance-hereditary graphG, whereG is formed from
GL andGR by either a false-twin operation, a true-twin operation or a pendant operation. By
deﬁnition, every free vertex of VL(PC) (resp. VR(PC)) is a free vertex of PC in GL (resp.
GR). Hence, (GL, VL(PC))L(G,PC) and (GR, VR(PC))R(G,PC). Suppose that
G is formed fromGL andGR by either a false-twin operation or a true-twin operation. Then,
the free vertices of PC in G are not in TS(GL) nor TS(GR) and they are also free vertices
of either VL(PC) in GL or VR(PC) in GR . Hence, L(G,PC) = (GL, VL(PC)) and
R(G,PC) = (GR, VR(PC)). On the other hand, suppose G is formed from GL and GR
by a pendant operation. Then, the twin set of GL becomes the twin set of G. The free
vertices of PC in GL are also the free vertices of VL(PC) in GL, but the free vertices
of PC in GR may be in the twin set of GR . Hence, L(G,PC) = (GL, VL(PC)) and
R(G,PC)(GR, VR(PC)). We then have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.2. Assume that PC is a twin-set path cover of a distance-hereditary graph
G. Then, L(G,PC) = (GL, VL(PC)) and R(G,PC)(GR, VR(PC)).
In the following, we give examples to illustrate the deﬁnitions in this section. Consider
the distance-hereditary graph G = (V ,E) and the decomposition tree DT(G) shown in
Fig. 1.GL andGR are the subgraphs of G induced by the leaves of DT(GL) and DT(GR),
respectively, whereDT(GL) andDT(GR) are the left and right subtrees ofDT(G), respec-
tively. The root of DT(G) is labelled by ‘T’ and hence G is formed from GL and GR by a
true-twin operation. In this example, V = {v0, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7, v8, v9, v10}, VL =
{v0, v2, v6, v7}, VR = {v1, v3, v4, v5, v8, v9, v10}, TS(GL) = {v0, v2, v6, v7}, TS(GR) =
{v1, v3, v10}, and TS(G) = TS(GL) ∪ TS(GR) = {v0, v2, v6, v7, v1, v3, v10}. Fig. 2 is an
illustration of TS(GL) and TS(GR). Let Ps = v0v2v6v1v5v4v8v9, Pt = v3v7v10, and let
Pu = v8v9v10v4. Then, Ps and Pt are a semi-twin-set path and a twin-set path ofG, respec-
tively. Path Pu is clearly neither a semi-twin-set path nor a twin-set path of G since its both
end vertices are not in TS(G). Let PC = {Ps, Pt }. Then, PC is a twin-set path cover of
G, (G,PC) = 1, L(G,PC) = 0, R(G,PC) = 1, VL(PC) = {v0v2v6, v7}, VR(PC) =













Fig. 2. An illustration of TS(GL) and TS(GR) of the distance-hereditary graph G shown in Fig. 1(a), where the
vertices in TS(GL) ∪ TS(GR) are drawn by solid circles.
{v1v5v4v8v9, v3, v10}, (GL, VL(PC)) = 0, and (GR, VR(PC)) = 1. It is straightfor-
ward to verify that {v0v2v6v1v5v4v8v9v10, v3v7} is a minimum-free-number twin-set path
cover of G and hence f (G) = 0. Since (G,PC) > f (G), PC is not a minimum-free-
number twin-set path cover of G. On the other hand, {Pu = v8v9v10v4, v6v3v7v2v0v1v5} is
a path cover but is not a twin-set path cover of G since Pu is neither a twin-set path nor a
semi-twin-set path of G.
3. The Hamiltonian path problem
In this section, we shall show that the Hamiltonian path problem on distance-hereditary
graphs can be solved in linear time. For a distance-hereditary graphG to have a Hamiltonian
path,Gmust be connected. SupposeG is connected andG has a Hamiltonian path P. Then,
Gmust be formed fromGL andGR by either a true-twin operation or a pendant operation.
The two graphs formed fromGL andGR by a true-twin operation and a pendant operation
are isomorphism. Without loss of generality, assume that G is formed fromGL andGR by
a true-twin operation. We can see that VL({P }) and VR({P }) are twin-set path covers of
GL and GR , respectively. Intuitively, we can decide whether G has a Hamiltonian path by
checking whether there exist two twin-set path covers ofGL andGR , respectively, such that
the paths in them can be concatenated into a Hamiltonian path of G. Lemma 3.14 shows
that, if G has a Hamiltonian path, then G has a Hamiltonian path P such that VL({P })
and VR({P }) are minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
Therefore, we focus on minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of distance-hereditary
graphs. We found that, in case that G has a twin-set path cover, there exist two numbers
1(G) and 2(G) such that G has a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of size
k if and only if 1(G)k2(G) (Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11). We also found the
sufﬁcient and necessary conditions for G having a twin-set path cover (Theorem 3.2 and
Statement (4) of Theorem 3.11). Theorems 3.2 and 3.11 also provide recursive formulas
for computing f (G), 1(G), and 2(G) based upon the decomposition tree of G. Theorem
3.15 shows how to determine whetherG has a Hamiltonian path using the values of f (GL),
f (GR), 1(GL), 2(GL), 1(GR), and 2(GR). Based upon these results, Theorem 3.16
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concludes that the Hamiltonian path problem on distance-hereditary graphs can be solved
in linear time. In the following, we will prove the above-mentioned lemmas and theorems
together with some other lemmas that are used in proving our results.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that G is formed from GL and GR by one of a false-twin operation,
a true-twin operation, and a pendant operation and that PC is a twin-set path cover of
G. Then, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively, and
(G,PC)f (GL)+ f (GR).
Proof. By deﬁnition, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are clearly path covers ofGL andGR , respec-
tively. By deﬁnition, 2(G,PC) = L(G,PC)+ R(G,PC). Hence, 2L(G,PC) and
2R(G,PC). ByProposition 2.2, L(G,PC) = (GL, VL(PC)) and R(G,PC)(GR,
VR(PC)). Hence, 2(GL, VL(PC)) and 2(GR, VR(PC)). By deﬁnition, VL(PC) and
VR(PC) are twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively. Besides, L(G,PC) =
(GL, VL(PC))f (GL), R(G,PC)(GR, VR(PC))f (GR), and hence (G,PC) =
L(G,PC)+ R(G,PC)f (GL)+ f (GR). 
Theorem 3.2. Assume G is formed from GL and GR by either a false-twin operation or a
true-twin operation. Then, the following two statements hold:
(1) G has a twin-set path cover if and only if both GL and GR have twin-set path covers
and f (GL)+ f (GR)2.
(2) If G has a twin-set path cover, then f (G) = f (GL)+ f (GR).
Proof. We ﬁrst prove Statement (1). Suppose that PC is a twin-set path cover of G. By
deﬁnition, (G,PC)2. By Lemma 3.1, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are twin-set path covers of
GL and GR , respectively, and (G,PC)f (GL) + f (GR). Thus, f (GL) + f (GR)2.
This proves the only if part of Statement (1). Suppose that both GL and GR have twin-set
path covers and f (GL)+f (GR)2. Then,GL andGR have minimum-free-number twin-
set path covers PCL and PCR , respectively. Let PC = PCL ∪ PCR . Then, (G,PC)2
since (G,PC) = f (GL) + f (GR) and f (GL) + f (GR)2. Hence, PC is clearly a
twin-set path cover of G and hence, G has a twin-set path cover. This proves the if part of
Statement (1).
We next prove Statement (2). Suppose that G has a twin-set path cover. By Statement
(1), both GL and GR have twin-set path covers and hence, GL and GR have minimum-
free-number twin-set path coversPCL andPCR , respectively. By deﬁnition, (GL,PCL)=
f (GL) and (GR,PCR)=f (GR). Thus, (G,PCL∪PCR)=(GL,PCL)+(GR,PCR)=
f (GL) + f (GR). By Lemma 3.1, PCL ∪ PCR is a minimum-free-number twin-set path
cover of G and f (G) = f (GL)+ f (GR). This proves Statement (2). 
Following Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3. Assume G is formed from GL and GR by either a false-twin operation or a
true-twin operation. IfPC is aminimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G, thenVL(PC)
and VR(PC) are minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.2, f (G) = f (GL)+f (GR). Hence, (G,PC) = f (GL)+f (GR).
By deﬁnition, (G,PC) = L(G,PC)+R(G,PC). By Lemma 3.1, VL(PC) and VR(PC)
are twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively. By Proposition 2.2, L(G,PC) =
(GL, VL(PC)) and R(G,PC)(GR, VR(PC)). Hence, f (GL)+f (GR)=L(G,PC)+
R(G,PC)(GL, VL(PC))+(GR, VR(PC)). If (GL, VL(PC)) > f (GL), then (GR,
VR(PC)) < f (GR), a contradiction. Hence, (GL, VL(PC)) = f (GL). By symmetry,
(GR, VR(PC)) = f (GR). Therefore, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are minimum-free-number
twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume that G is formed fromGL andGR by a false-twin operation, PC is a
twin-set path cover of G of size p with  free vertices, and thatPCL andPCR are minimum-
free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively, where |VL(PC)| |PCL|
|VL(PC)|−(GL, VL(PC))+f (GL)and |VR(PC)| |PCR| |VR(PC)|−(GR, VR(PC))
+ f (GR). Then, there exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover PCf of G of size
pf such that ppf p − + f (G).
Proof. SinceG is the union ofGL andGR and the twin set ofG is the union of the twin sets
of GL and GR , we have p = |PC| = |VL(PC)| + |VR(PC)| and  = (GL, VL(PC)) +
(GR, VR(PC))2. Let PCf = PCL ∪ PCR . Clearly, (G,PCf ) = (GL,PCL) +
(GR,PCR) = f (GL) + f (GR)(GL, VL(PC)) + (GR, VR(PC))2. Thus, PCf is
a twin-set path cover of G. By assumption, we have
|VL(PC)| |PCL| |VL(PC)| − (GL, VL(PC))+ f (GL), (1)
|VR(PC)| |PCR| |VR(PC)| − (GR, VR(PC))+ f (GR). (2)
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we get |VL(PC)|+ |VR(PC)| |PCL|+ |PCR| |VL(PC)|−
(GL, VL(PC))+ f (GL)+ |VR(PC)| − (GR, VR(PC))+ f (GR). Since PCf = PCL ∪
PCR , we have pf = |PCf | = |PCL| + |PCR|. Since p = |VL(PC)| + |VR(PC)| and  =
(GL, VL(PC))+ (GR, VR(PC)), p |PCL|+ |PCR| = pf p− +f (GL)+f (GR).
By Theorem 3.2, f (G) = f (GL) + f (GR). Therefore, PCf is a minimum-free-number
twin-set cover of G and ppf p − + f (G). 
Lemma 3.5. Assume that G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation and that
PC is a twin-set path cover of G. Then, |VL(PC)| + |VR(PC)| |PC| max{1, (G,PC),
|VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC), |VR(PC)| − |VL(PC)| + L(G,PC)}.
Proof. By deﬁnition, |VL(PC)|+|VR(PC)| |PC|, |PC|1, and |PC|(G,PC). There
are ﬁve types of paths in PC: type-1 paths are those paths visiting vertices in both VL and
VR with one end vertex in VL and the other end vertex in VR; type-2 paths are those paths
visiting vertices in both VL and VR with both end vertices in VL; type-3 paths are those
paths visiting vertices in both VL and VR with both end vertices in VR; type-4 paths are
those paths visiting vertices in VL only; and type-5 paths are those paths visiting vertices
in VR only. Let h1, h2, h3, h4, and h5 be the numbers of paths of type-1, type-2, type-3,
type-4, and type-5, respectively. Clearly, |PC| = h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 + h5. Every type-1
path has as many VL-maximal subpaths as VR-maximal subpaths. Every type-2 path has
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exactly one more VL-maximal subpaths than VR-maximal subpaths. Every type-3 path has
exactly one more VR-maximal subpaths than VL-maximal subpaths. Every type-4 path is
also a path in VL(PC) and every type-5 path is also a path in VR(PC). Thus, |VL(PC)| −
|VR(PC)| = h2 + h4 − (h3 + h5). Then, |PC| − (|VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)|) = |PC| −
(h2 + h4) + (h3 + h5) = h1 + 2(h3 + h5). A path having at least an end vertex in VR is
one of a type-1 path, a type-3 path, and a type-5 path. Thus, h1 + h3 + h5R(G,PC).
Therefore, |PC| |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC). By symmetry, we can prove that
|PC| |VR(PC)| − |VL(PC)| + L(G,PC). 
Lemma 3.6. Assume that G is formed fromGL andGR by a true-twin operation,PCL and
PCR are twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively, and that  = (GL,PCL) +
(GR,PCR)2. Then, for any number k, where |PCL| + |PCR|k max{1, , |PCL| −
|PCR| + (GR,PCR), |PCR| − |PCL| + (GL,PCL)}, there exists a twin-set path cover
PC of G of size k such that VL(PC) = PCL, VR(PC) = PCR , and (G,PC) = .
Proof. For simplicity, let h = max{1, , |PCL|− |PCR|+ (GR,PCR), |PCR|− |PCL|+
(GL,PCL)}. We will prove this lemma by showing that the following two statements hold
true:
(1) there exists a twin-set path cover PCh of G of size h such that VL(PCh) = PCL and
VR(PCh) = PCR , and
(2) for any number k, |PCL| + |PCR|kh, we can obtain a twin-set path cover PC of
G of size k from PCh such that VL(PC) = PCL and VR(PC) = PCR .
We ﬁrst prove Statement (1). Let P̂CR = {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qi} be the set of twin-set paths in
PCR where |P̂CR| = i. By symmetry, assume |PCL|− |PCR|0. Then, |PCR|− |PCL|+
(GL,PCL)(GL,PCL) + (GR,PCR). First, assume (GL,PCL)=(GR,PCR)=0.
Consider the following two cases: Case 1, |PCL|=|PCR|=i. Let PCL={P1, P2, . . ., Pi}.
Every path in PCL is a twin-set path of GL. Let P = P1Q1P2Q2 · · ·PiQi and PCh =
{P }. Clearly, h = 1 in this case and PCh is a twin-set path cover of G, where |PCh| = h,
VL(PCh) = PCL, and VR(PCh) = PCR . Case 2, |PCL| > |PCR| = i. In this case, h =
|PCL|− |PCR|+ (GR,PCR). There exists i+ 1 twin-set paths P1, P2, . . . , Pi+1 in PCL.
Let P = P1Q1P2Q2 · · ·PiQiPi+1 and PCh = (PCL \ {P1, P2, . . . , Pi+1}) ∪ {P }. Then,
PCh is a twin-set path cover ofG of size h such thatVL(PCh) = PCL andVR(PCh) = PCR .
We have shown that Statement (1) holds in case of (GL,PCL) = (GR,PCR) = 0. We
can use the same technique to prove that Statement (1) is correct for all the other ﬁve cases:
(i) (GL,PCL) = 0 and (GR,PCR) = 1, (ii) (GL,PCL) = 1 and (GR,PCR) = 0,
(iii) (GL,PCL) = 1 and (GR,PCR) = 1, (iv) (GL,PCL) = 0 and (GR,PCR) = 2,
and (v) (GL,PCL) = 2 and (GR,PCR) = 0. We leave it to the interested readers.
In the above, we have shown that G has a twin-set path cover PCh of size h, where
VL(PCh) = PCL and VR(PCh) = PCR . For |PCL| + |PCR|kh, we can obtain a
twin-set path cover PC of G of size k from PCh through the following procedure:
Initially, let PC = PCh.
While |PC| < k do
let P be a path in PC that visits vertices in both VL and VR;
let P = P1P2, where one of the path-end of P1 and the path-start of P2 is in VL and the
other is in VR;
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let PC = (PC \ {P }) ∪ {P1, P2};
end while.
Following the above procedure, Statement (2) holds true and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.7. Assume that G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation, PC is a
twin-set path cover of G of size p with  free vertices, and thatPCL andPCR are minimum-
free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively, where |VL(PC)| |PCL|
|VL(PC)|−(GL, VL(PC))+f (GL)and |VR(PC)| |PCR| |VR(PC)|−(GR, VR(PC))
+ f (GR). Then, there exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover PCf of G of size
pf such that ppf p − + f (G).
Proof. For simplicity, let h1 = max{1, , |VL(PC)|−|VR(PC)|+R(G,PC), |VR(PC)|−
|VL(PC)|+L(G,PC)} andh2 = max{1, f (G), |PCL|−|PCR|+f (GR), |PCR|−|PCL|+
f (GL)}. By Lemma 3.5, |VL(PC)| + |VR(PC)|ph1. By Lemma 3.6, for any number
k, |PCL| + |PCR|kh2, there exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover PCm
of G of size k. By assumption, we have
|VL(PC)| |PCL| |VL(PC)| − (GL, VL(PC))+ f (GL), (3)
|VR(PC)| |PCR| |VR(PC)| − (GR, VR(PC))+ f (GR). (4)
Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), we get |VL(PC)|+ |VR(PC)| |PCL|+ |PCR| |VL(PC)|+
|VR(PC)| − (GL, VL(PC)) − (GR, VR(PC)) + f (GL) + f (GR). By deﬁnition,  =
L(G,PC) + R(G,PC). By Proposition 2.2, L(G,PC) = (GL, VL(PC)) and R(G,
PC)(GR, VR(PC)). Hence, (GL, VL(PC)) + (GR, VR(PC)). By Theorem 3.2,
f (G) = f (GL)+ f (GR). Hence, we have
|VL(PC)| + |VR(PC)| |PCL| + |PCR| |VL(PC)| + |VR(PC)| − + f (G). (5)
We ﬁrst claim that h1h2. Following the above claim, we can decide a minimum-free-
number twin-set path cover PCf of G of size pf as follows: let PCf = PCL ∪ PCR if
|VL(PC)|+|VR(PC)|p |PCL|+|PCR|; and letPCf = PC if |PCL|+|PCR|ph1.
We next prove that ppf p −  + f (G). Consider the following two cases: Case 1,
|VL(PC)|+|VR(PC)|p |PCL|+|PCR|. In this case, pf = |PCL|+|PCR|. By Eq. (5),
we have |VL(PC)|+|VR(PC)| |PCL|+|PCR| |VL(PC)|+|VR(PC)|−+f (G). Since
|VL(PC)|+|VR(PC)|p, |VL(PC)|+|VR(PC)|p |PCL|+|PCR| = pf  |VL(PC)|+
|VR(PC)| − + f (G)p − + f (G). Hence, the lemma holds true in this case. Case 2,
|PCL| + |PCR|ph1. In this case, |PCL| + |PCR|ph1h2. By Lemma 3.6, there
exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover PCf of G of size p. By deﬁnition,
f (G). Hence, p = pf p −  + f (G) and the lemma holds true in this case. By
arguments given in the above two cases, the lemma holds true if the claim h1h2 holds.
We then prove that h1h2 as follows.
By Eq. (4), we have |PCR| |VR(PC)|−(GR, VR(PC))+f (GR). By Proposition 2.2,
R(G,PC)(GR, VR(PC)). Hence, |PCR| |VR(PC)|−R(G,PC)+f (GR), i.e.−|VR
(PC)| + R(G,PC) − |PCR| + f (GR). By Eq. (3), |VL(PC)| |PCL|. Hence, we get
|VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC) |PCL| − |PCR| + f (GR). (6)
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By symmetry, we can prove
|VR(PC)| − |VL(PC)| + L(G,PC) |PCR| − |PCL| + f (GL). (7)
It is not hard to verify that h1h2 following Eqs. (6), (7), and f (G). 
Lemma 3.8. Assume that G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation and that
PC is a twin-set path cover of G. Then, |PC| = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC) and
|VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)|L(G,PC)f (GL).
Proof. Since the twin set of G is the twin set of GL and PC is a twin-set path cover of
G, a path in PC has at most one end vertex in VR . There are R(G,PC) paths in PC
with one end vertex in VR . Such a path has as many VL-maximal subpaths in VL(PC) as
VR-maximal subpaths in VR(PC). There are |PC| − R(G,PC) paths in PC with both
end vertices in VL. Such a path has one more VL-maximal subpaths in VL(PC) than VR-
maximal subpaths in VR(PC). Therefore, |PC|− R(G,PC) = |VL(PC)|− |VR(PC)|, i.e.
|PC| = |VL(PC)|−|VR(PC)|+R(G,PC). By deﬁnition, |PC|L(G,PC)+R(G,PC).
By Proposition 2.2, L(G,PC) = (GL, VL(PC)). By Lemma 3.1, VL(PC) is a twin-set
path cover ofGL and hence (GL, VL(PC))f (GL). Hence, L(G,PC)f (GL). Thus,
|VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)|L(G,PC)f (GL). 
Lemma 3.9. Assume that G is formed fromGL andGR by a pendant operation, PCL and
PCR are twin-set path covers ofGL andGR , respectively, (GL,PCL)+(GR,PCR)2,
and that |PCL| − |PCR|(GL,PCL). Then, G has a twin-set path cover PC satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) VL(PC) = PCL and VR(PC) = PCR;
(2) exactly one of the following two conditions holds:
(2.1) (G,PC) = (GL,PCL)+(GR,PCR)and |PC|=|PCL|−|PCR|+(GR,PCR);
(2.2) (GL,PCL) = (GR,PCR) = 0, |PCL| = |PCR|, |PC| = 1, and (G,PC) =
R(G,PC) = 1.
Proof. We prove this lemma by showing how to construct a twin-set path cover PC of G
from PCL and PCR . Since |PCL| − |PCR|(GL,PCL), we can partition PCL into two
disjoint subsets PCL1 and PCL2 such that every path in PCL1 is a twin-set path ofGL and|PCL1 | = |PCR|. Consider the following cases:
Case 1: (GR,PCR) > 0. In this case, we can form a set PC1 of (GR,PCR) semi-
twin-set paths of G using all paths in PCL1 ∪ PCR . Let PC = PCL2 ∪ PC1. Then, PC is
a twin-set path cover of G such that (G,PC) = (GL,PCL)+ (GR,PCR) and |PC| =
|PCL| − |PCR| + (GR,PCR). Therefore, condition (1) and condition (2.1) are satisﬁed.
Case 2: (GR,PCR) = 0. In this case, we ﬁrst form a path P1 using all paths in PCL1 ∪
PCR . Assume P1 starts from a vertex in the twin set ofGL and ends at a vertex in the twin
set of GR . There are two subcases:
Case 2.1: (GL,PCL) = 0 and |PCL| = |PCR|. Let PC = {P1}. Then, PC is a
twin-set path cover of G such that |PC| = 1 and (G,PC) = R(G,PC) = 1. Hence,
condition (1) and condition (2.2) are satisﬁed.
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Case 2.2: (GL,PCL) = 0 or |PCL| = |PCR|. Let Q be a semi-twin-set path of
GL in PCL2 starting from a vertex in the twin-set of GL if (GL,PCL) > 0; and let Q
be a twin-set path of GL in PCL2 otherwise. The path-end of P1 is clearly adjacent to the
path-start of Q. Let P = P1Q and let PC = {P } ∪ (PCL2 \ {Q}). Then, PC is a twin-set
path cover of G such that (G,PC) = (GL,PCL) and |PC| = |PCL| − |PCR|. Hence,
condition (1) and condition (2.1) are satisﬁed. 
Lemma 3.10. Assume that G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation, PC is a
twin-set path cover of G of size p with  free vertices, and thatPCL andPCR are minimum-
free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively, where |VL(PC)| |PCL|
|VL(PC)|−(GL, VL(PC))+f (GL)and |VR(PC)| |PCR| |VR(PC)|−(GR, VR(PC))
+ f (GR). Then, there exists a twin-set path cover PCf of G of size pf satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) VL(PCf ) = PCL and VR(PCf ) = PCR ,
(2) ppf p − + (G,PCf ),
(3) (G,PCf ),
(4) exactly one of the following two conditions holds:
(4.1) (G,PCf ) = f (GL)+ f (GR),
(4.2) f (GL) = f (GR) = 0, pf = 1, and (G,PCf ) = R(G,PCf ) = 1.
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, |PC| = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC) and |VL(PC)| −
|VR(PC)|L(G,PC)f (GL). Thus, |VL(PC)| − L(G,PC) |VR(PC)|. Since L(G,
PC) = (GL, VL(PC)) by Proposition 2.2, we have |VL(PC)| − (GL, VL(PC)) =
|VL(PC)| − L(G,PC). By assumption, we have
|VL(PC)| |PCL| |VL(PC)| − (GL, VL(PC))+ f (GL), (8)
|VR(PC)| |PCR| |VR(PC)| − (GR, VR(PC))+ f (GR). (9)
ByEqs. (8) and (9), we have |PCL| |VL(PC)|−(GL, VL(PC))+f (GL) and |VR(PC)|
|PCR|. Hence, |PCL| |VL(PC)|− L(G,PC)+f (GL) |VR(PC)|+f (GL) |PCR|+
f (GL). Thus, we have
|PCL| − |PCR|f (GL) = (GL,PCL). (10)
By deﬁnition, =L(G,PC)+R(G,PC)2. By Proposition 2.2, L(G,PC)+R(G,
PC)(GL, VL(PC))+ (GR, VR(PC)). By Lemma 3.1, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are twin-
set path covers ofGL andGR , respectively, and hence f (GL)+ f (GR) = (GL,PCL)+
(GR,PCR)(GL, VL(PC))+ (GR, VR(PC)). Hence, we have
(GL,PCL)+ (GR,PCR)2. (11)
Following Eqs. (10) and (11), PCL and PCR are twin-set path covers of GL and GR ,
respectively, satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 3.9. By Lemma 3.9, G has a twin-set
path cover PCf satisfying the following two conditions:
(a1) VL(PCf ) = PCL and VR(PCf ) = PCR ,
(a2) exactly one of the following two conditions holds:
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(a2-1) (G,PCf )=(GL,PCL)+(GR,PCR) and |PCf |=|PCL|−|PCR|+(GR,PCR),
(a2-2) (GL,PCL) = (GR,PCR) = 0, |PCL| = |PCR|, |PCf | = 1, and (G,PCf ) =
R(G,PCf ) = 1.
It follows immediately from condition (a1) that condition (1) of this lemma is satisﬁed. In
the following, we will prove that conditions (2)–(4) of the lemma are satisﬁed. Consider
the following two cases:
Case 1:PCf satisﬁes condition (a2-1), i.e., (G,PCf ) = (GL,PCL)+(GR,PCR) =
f (GL)+f (GR) and |PCf | = |PCL|−|PCR|+f (GR). In this case, condition (4.1) of the
lemma is satisﬁed. By Lemma 3.1, (G,PCf ) and hence condition (3) of the lemma is
satisﬁed. By Eqs. (8) and (9), we have |VL(PC)| |PCL| |VL(PC)| − (GL, VL(PC))+
f (GL) and |VR(PC)| |PCR| |VR(PC)| − (GR, VR(PC)) + f (GR). By Lemma 3.8,
p = |PC| = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC). By deﬁnition, f (GR) = (GR,PCR)
and  = L(G,PC)+ R(G,PC). By Proposition 2.2, L(G,PC) = (GL, VL(PC)) and
R(G,PC)(GR, VR(PC)). Hence,p = |VL(PC)|−|VR(PC)|+R(G,PC) |VL(PC)|
− |VR(PC)|+(GR, VR(PC)) |PCf | |VL(PC)|− |VR(PC)|−(GL, VL(PC))+(G,
PCf ) = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC)− R(G,PC)− L(G,PC)+ (G,PCf ) =
p − + (G,PCf ). Hence, condition (2) of the lemma is satisﬁed.
Case 2: PCf satisﬁes condition (a2-2), i.e., f (GL) = f (GR) = 0, |PCL| − |PCR| =
0, |PCf | = 1, and (G,PCf ) = R(G,PCf ) = 1. In this case, condition (4.2) of
the lemma is satisﬁed. We ﬁrst prove that 1. Assume, by contradiction, that  =
L(G,PC) + R(G,PC) = 0. Then, (GL, VL(PC)) = (GR, VR(PC)) = 0 since
(GL, VL(PC))+ (GR, VR(PC))L(G,PC)+ R(G,PC) by Proposition 2.2. By Eqs.
(8) and (9), |PCL| = |VL(PC)| and |PCR| = |VR(PC)| since f (GL) = f (GR) =
(GL, VL(PC)) = (GR, VR(PC)) = 0. Since |PCL| = |PCR| in this case, we have
|PCL| = |VL(PC)| = |PCR| = |VR(PC)|. ByLemma3.8, |PC| = |VL(PC)|−|VR(PC)|+
R(G,PC) = 0, a contradiction. Therefore,  > 0 and hence (G,PCf ) = 1. Hence,
condition (3) of the lemma is satisﬁed. Next, we prove that p. By Proposition 2.2,
(GL, VL(PC)) = L(G,PC). By Eqs. (8) and (9), we have |PCL| |VL(PC)|−(GL, VL
(PC)) and |VR(PC)| |PCR|. Hence, we have |PCL| = |PCR|, |PCL| |VL(PC)| −
L(G,PC), and |VR(PC)| |PCR|. By Lemma 3.8, p = |PC| = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| +
R(G,PC). By deﬁnition,  = L(G,PC)+R(G,PC). Hence,p = |VL(PC)|−|VR(PC)|
+ R(G,PC) + L(G,PC) − L(G,PC) = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| +  − L(G,PC)
|PCL|−|VR(PC)|+ = |PCR|−|VR(PC)|+. By deﬁnition, p. Therefore, p = 
and hence, 2p = 1. Moreover, |PCf | = 1 and (G,PCf ) = R(G,PCf ) = 1 in
this case. Therefore, p |PCf |p −  + (G,PCf ) and condition (2) of the lemma is
satisﬁed. 
Theorem 3.11. AssumeG is a distance-hereditary graph formed fromGL andGR by one of
a false-twin operation, a true-twin operation, and a pendant operation. Then, the following
statements hold:
(1) If G has a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of size p, then G has a minimum-
free-number twin-set path cover PCf of size p such that VL(PCf ) and VR(PCf ) are
minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
(2) If G has a twin-set path cover of size p with  free vertices, then G has a minimum-free-
number twin-set path cover of size pf such that ppf p − + f (G).
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(3) Suppose G has a twin-set path cover. Then, there exist two numbers 1(G) and 2(G)
such that G has a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of size k if and only if
1(G)k2(G). The values of 1(G) and 2(G) are as follows:
(3.1) If G is formed fromGL andGR by a false-twin operation, then1(G) = 1(GL)+
1(GR) and 2(G) = 2(GL)+ 2(GR).
(3.2) If G is formed fromGL andGR by a true-twin operation, then 1(G) = 1(GL)+
1(GR) and 2(G) = max{1, f (G),2(GL) − 1(GR) + f (GR),2(GR) −
1(GL)+ f (GL)}.
(3.3) If G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation, then 1(G) = max{1,
1(GL)− 2(GR)+ f (GR)} and 2(G) = max{1, f (GL)+ f (GR),2(GL)−
1(GR)+ f (GR)}.
(4) Suppose G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation. Then, G has a twin-
set path cover if and only if the following three conditions are satisﬁed: (i) both GL
and GR have twin-set path covers, (ii) f (GL) + f (GR)2, and (iii) 1(GL) −
2(GR)f (GL).
(5) If G is formed fromGL andGR by a pendant operation and G has a twin-set path cover,
then f (G) = f (GL)+f (GR) if 1(GL)−2(GR) > 0; and f (G) = max{1, f (GR)}
otherwise.
Proof. We will prove this theorem by induction on the number of vertices of G. Clearly,
Statement (2) and (3) hold true if the number of vertices of G is one. In this case, let
1(G) = 2(G) = 1 and f (G) = 0. By induction hypothesis, all statements hold true for
graphs with the number of vertices smaller than G. Hence, all statements hold true for GL
and GR . We will prove Statement (1) by using the induction hypothesis of Statement (2).
By induction hypotheses of Statement (2) and Statement (3), we prove Statement (2) holds
true. We will prove Statement (4) by using Statement (1) and the induction hypothesis of
Statement (3). By Statement (1), Statement (4), and the induction hypothesis of Statement
(3), we prove Statement (3) holds true. And we will prove Statement (5) by using Statement
(4) and the proof of Statement (3). These statements in this theorem are closely related and
we shall prove the theorem as a whole. In the following, we will prove all statements hold
true for G.
Proof of Statement (1). By Lemma 3.3, the statement is true if G is formed fromGL and
GR by either a false-twin operation or a true-twin operation. In the following, assume G is
formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation. Consider the following two cases:
Case 1: f (G) = 0. Let PC be any minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G.
Clearly, L(G,PC)=0 and R(G,PC)=0.ByProposition2.2, L(G,PC)=(GL, VL(PC))
and R(G,PC)(GR, VR(PC)). Therefore, (GL, VL(PC)) = (GR, VR(PC)) = 0 and
hence,VL(PC) andVR(PC) areminimum-free-number twin-set path covers ofGL andGR ,
respectively.
Case 2: f (G)1. Let PC be any minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G of
size p with  free vertices. By induction hypothesis of Statement (2), there exist minimum-
free-number twin-set path covers PCL and PCR of GL and GR , respectively, such that
|VL(PC)| |PCL| |VL(PC)| − (GL, VL(PC)) + f (GL) and |VR(PC)| |PCR|
|VR(PC)| − (GR, VR(PC))+ f (GR). By Lemma 3.10, there exists a twin-set path cover
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PCf of G of size pf such that VL(PCf ) = PCL, VR(PCf ) = PCR , ppf p −  +
(G,PCf ), (G,PCf ), and exactly one of the following two conditions holds:
(b1) (G,PCf ) = f (GL)+ f (GR),
(b2) f (GL) = f (GR) = 0, pf = 1, and (G,PCf ) = R(G,PCf ) = 1.
If condition (b1) holds, then PCf is a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G
by Lemma 3.1. If condition (b2) holds, then PCf is a minimum-free-number twin-set path
cover ofG by Lemma 3.1 since (G,PCf ) = 1 and f (G)1. In all the above two subcases,
PCf is a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G and hence (G,PCf ) = . Since
ppf p − + (G,PCf ) and (G,PCf ) = , we have pf = p. Therefore, PCf is a
minimum-free-number twin-set path cover ofG of size pwith that VL(PCf ) and VR(PCf )
are minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
By arguments given in the above two cases, this statement holds when G is formed from
GL and GR by a pendant operation. This completes the proof of Statement (1). 
Proof of Statement (2). AssumePC is a twin-set path cover ofG of size pwith  free ver-
tices. By Lemma 3.1, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are twin-set path covers ofGL andGR , respec-
tively. By induction hypothesis of this statement, there exist minimum-free-number twin-set
path covers PCL and PCR of GL and GR , respectively, such that |VL(PC)| |PCL|
|VL(PC)| − (GL, VL(PC)) + f (GL) and |VR(PC)| |PCR| |VR(PC)| − (GR, VR
(PC)) + f (GR). By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7, this statement is true if G is formed from GL
and GR by either a false-twin operation or a true-twin operation. In the following, assume
G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation. By Lemma 3.10, there exists a
twin-set path cover PCf of G of size pf such that VL(PCf ) = PCL, VR(PCf ) = PCR ,
ppf p− + (G,PCf ), (G,PCf ), and exactly one of the following two condi-
tions holds:
(c1) (G,PCf ) = f (GL)+ f (GR),
(c2) f (GL) = f (GR) = 0, pf = 1, and (G,PCf ) = R(G,PCf ) = 1.
Consider the following four cases:
Case 1: Condition (c1) holds. In this case, PCf is a minimum-free-number twin-set path
cover of G and ppf p − + f (G) since (G,PCf ) = f (G) by Lemma 3.1. Hence,
this statement is true in this case.
Case 2: Condition (c2) holds and f (G) = 1. This statement is clearly true in this case.
Case 3: Condition (c2) holds, f (G) = 0, and there exists a minimum-free-number twin-
set path cover P̂Cf of G of size 1. Let PCf be P̂Cf . Then, this statement holds since
|P̂Cf | = pf = 1 and (G, P̂Cf ) = f (G) = 0.
Case 4: Condition (c2) holds, f (G) = 0, and all minimum-free-number twin-set path
covers of G are of size greater than 1. Since the only path in PCf starts from a vertex in the
twin set ofGL and ends at a vertex in the twin set ofGR , we have |VL(PCf )| = |VR(PCf )|
andVL(PCf ) andVR(PCf ) areminimum-free-number twin-set path covers ofGL andGR ,
respectively. Let PCF be a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G. By assump-
tion, |PCF | > 1 and (G,PCF ) = f (G) = 0. By Lemma 3.8, |PCF | = |VL(PCF )| −
|VR(PCF )| + R(G,PCF ) = |VL(PCF )| − |VR(PCF )| > 1 and hence |VL(PCF )| >
|VR(PCF )|. By Proposition 2.2, L(G,PCF )=(GL, VL(PCF )) and R(G,PCF )(GR,
VR(PCF )). Since f (G)=(G,PCF )=L(G,PCF )+R(G,PCF )=0, 0(GL, VL
(PCF ))+(GR, VR(PCF )) and hence (GL, VL(PCF )) = (GR, VR(PCF )) = 0. Hence,
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VL(PCF ) and VR(PCF ) are minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR ,
respectively. There are the following two subcases:
Case 4.1: |VR(PCF )| < |VR(PCf )|. Since |VL(PCf )| − 1 = |VR(PCf )| − 1
|VR(PCF )| and both VR(PCF ) and VR(PCf ) are minimum-free-number twin-set path
covers of GR , there exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of GR of size
|VL(PCf )| − 1 by induction hypothesis of Statement (3).
Case 4.2: |VR(PCF )| |VR(PCf )|. Since |VL(PCF )| > |VR(PCF )| |VR
(PCf )| = |VL(PCf )|, we have |VL(PCF )| |VR(PCf )| + 1 = |VL(PCf )| + 1. Since
both VL(PCF ) and VL(PCf ) are minimum-free-number twin-set path covers ofGL, there
exists aminimum-free-number twin-set path cover ofGL of size |VR(PCf )|+1 by induction
hypothesis of Statement (3).
In both of the above two subcases, we can obtain a Hamiltonian path of G starting from
a vertex in the twin set ofGL and ending at a vertex in the twin set ofGL. Hence, we have
a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G of size 1, a contradiction.
By arguments given in the above four cases, this statement holds when G is formed from
GL and GR by a pendant operation. This completes the proof of Statement (2). 
Since Statement (4) will be used to prove Statement (3) in case that G is formed from
GL and GR by a pendant operation, we prove Statement (4) before Statement (3) in the
following.
Proof of Statement (4). We ﬁrst prove the only if part of this statement. Suppose G has
a twin-set path cover. By Lemma 3.1, both GL and GR have twin-set path covers and
f (GL)+ f (GR)2. Hence, condition (i) and condition (ii) of this statement are satisﬁed.
Since G has a twin-set path cover, G has a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover. By
Statement (1), G has a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover PC such that VL(PC)
and VR(PC) are minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
By Lemma 3.8, |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)|f (GL). By induction hypothesis of Statement
(3), 1(GL) |VL(PC)|2(GL) and 1(GR) |VR(PC)|2(GR). Thus, 1(GL) −
2(GR) |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)|f (GL) and hence, condition (iii) of this statement is
satisﬁed. This proves the only if part of this statement. Next, we prove the if part of the
statement. By induction hypothesis of Statement (3), there exist minimum-free-number
twin-set path coversPCL andPCR ofGL andGR , respectively, such that |PCL| = 1(GL)
and |PCR| = 2(GR). Since 1(GL) − 2(GR)f (GL), |PCL| − |PCR|f (GL) =
(GL,PCL). Clearly, (GL,PCL) + (GR,PCR) = f (GL) + f (GR)2. By Lemma
3.9, G has a twin-set path cover and hence, the if part of this statement holds true. This
completes the proof of Statement (4). 
Proof of Statement (3). By assumption, G has a twin-set path cover. Hence, G has a
minimum-free-number twin-set path cover. Suppose PC is a minimum-free-number twin-
set path cover of G of size k. We have three cases: G is formed from GL and GR by a
false-twin operation, a true-twin operation, and a pendant operation, respectively.
Case I: G is formed from GL and GR by a false-twin operation.
We ﬁrst prove the only if part of this statement in this case. Since all vertices in VL are not
adjacent to any vertex in VR , |PC| = k = |VL(PC)| + |VR(PC)|. By Lemma 3.3, VL(PC)
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and VR(PC) are minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
By induction hypothesis of this statement, we have
1(GL) |VL(PC)|2(GL), (12)
1(GR) |VR(PC)|2(GR). (13)
Combining Eqs. (12) and (13), we get 1(G)=1(GL)+1(GR)k2(GL)+2(GR)=
2(G). This proves the only if part of Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11 in case thatG is formed
from GL and GR by a false-twin operation.
Next, we prove the if part of this statement in this case. Suppose 1(G) = 1(GL) +
1(GR)k2(GL) + 2(GR) = 2(G). Then, there exist two numbers kL and kR
such that 1(GL)kL2(GL), 1(GR)kR2(GR), and k = kL + kR . By induction
hypothesis of this statement, there exist minimum-free-number twin-set path covers PCL
and PCR of GL and GR , respectively, such that |PCL| = kL and |PCR| = kR . Clearly,
(G,PCL∪PCR) = (GL,PCL)+(GR,PCR) = f (GL)+f (GR)2 andPCL∪PCR
is a twin-set path cover of G. By Theorem 3.2, f (G) = f (GL) + f (GR). Thus, for
1(G)k2(G), there exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G of size
k. This proves the if part of Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11 in case that G is formed from
GL and GR by a false-twin operation.
Case II: G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation.
By Lemma 3.3, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of
GL andGR , respectively. By induction hypothesis of this statement, 1(GL) |VL(PC)|
2(GL) and 1(GR) |VR(PC)|2(GR). By Lemma 3.5, 1(G) = 1(GL)+1(GR)
|VL(PC)| + |VR(PC)| |PC| max{1, (G,PC), |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC),
|VR(PC)|−|VL(PC)|+L(G,PC)} max{1,f (G),2(GL)−1(GR)+f (GR),2(GR)−
1(GL)+ f (GL)} = 2(G). This proves the only if part of Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11
in case that G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation.
We next prove the if part of this statement in this case by showing that the following
statement holds: for any number k, where 1(G) = 1(GL)+1(GR)k max{1, f (G),
2(GL)−1(GR)+f (GR),2(GR)−1(GL)+f (GL)} = 2(G), there exists aminimum-
free-number twin-set path cover ofG of size k. By Theorem 3.2, f (G) = f (GL)+f (GR).
Consider the following cases:
Case 1: 1(GL)+1(GR)k2(GL)+2(GR). There exist two numbers kL and kR
such that 1(GL)kL2(GL), 1(GR)kR2(GR), and k = kL + kR . By induction
hypothesis of this statement, there exist minimum-free-number twin-set path covers PCL
and PCR of GL and GR , respectively, such that |PCL| = kL and |PCR| = kR . Clearly,
(G,PCL∪PCR) = (GL,PCL)+(GR,PCR) = f (GL)+f (GR)2. By Theorem 3.2,
PCL ∪ PCR is a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G of size k.
Case 2: 2(GL)+2(GR)k max{1, f (G),2(GL)−1(GR)+f (GR),2(GR)−
1(GL)+ f (GL)} = 2(G). In this case, there are three subcases:
Case 2.1: 2(GL)1(GR). In this subcase, 1(GL)2(GL)1(GR)
2(GR). Thus, we have
2(GR)− 1(GL)+ f (GL)f (GL)+ f (GR) = f (G), (14)
1(GR)− 2(GL)+ f (GL)f (GL)+ f (GR) = f (G). (15)
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By induction hypothesis of this statement, there exist minimum-free-number twin-set path
coversPCL andPCR ofGL andGR , respectively, such that |PCL| = 2(GL) and |PCR| =
1(GR). By Lemma 3.6, for any number k, where |PCL| + |PCR|k max{1, f (G),
|PCL|− |PCR|+f (GR), |PCR|− |PCL|+f (GL)}, there exists a minimum-free-number
twin-set path cover ofG of size k. That is, for any number k, where 2(GL)+1(GR)k
max{1, f (G),2(GL) − 1(GR) + f (GR),1(GR) − 2(GL) + f (GL)}, there exists a
minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G of size k. By Eqs. (14) and (15), max{1,
f (G),2(GL)−1(GR)+f (GR),1(GR)−2(GL)+f (GL)} = max{1, f (G),2(GL)−
1(GR)+f (GR),2(GR)−1(GL)+f (GL)} = 2(G). Hence, for any number k, where
2(GL)+ 1(GR)2(GL)+ 2(GR)k2(G), there exists a minimum-free-number
twin-set path cover of G of size k.
Case 2.2: 2(GR)1(GL). By symmetry, we can prove this subcase by arguments
similar to those for proving Case 2.1.
Case 2.3: Neither 2(GL)1(GR) nor 2(GR)1(GL). In this subcase, 2
(GL)− 1(GR)0 and 2(GR)− 1(GL)0. Hence, we have
2(GL)− 1(GR)+ f (GR)f (G), (16)
2(GR)− 1(GL)+ f (GL)f (G). (17)
By Eqs. (16) and (17), 2(G) = max{1,f (G)}. By induction hypothesis of this statement,
there existminimum-free-number twin-set path coversPCL andPCR ofGL andGR , respec-
tively, such that 1(GL) |PCL|2(GL) and 1(GR) |PCR|2(GR). If 2(GL)
2(GR), then 1(GR)2(GL)2(GR) and hence, we can obtain the minimum-free-
number twin-set path coversPCL andPCR ofGL andGR , respectively, such that |PCL| =
|PCR| = 2(GL). Similarly, we can obtain the minimum-free-number twin-set path cov-
ers PCL and PCR of GL and GR , respectively, such that |PCL| = |PCR| = 2(GR)
if 2(GL)2(GR). In any case, we can obtain the minimum-free-number twin-set path
covers PCL and PCR ofGL andGR , respectively, such that |PCL| = |PCR| and |PCL| +
|PCR|2(GL)+2(GR). By Lemma 3.6, for any number k, where |PCL|+|PCR|k
max{1, f (G), |PCL| − |PCR| + f (GR), |PCR| − |PCL| + f (GL)} = max{1, f (G)} =
2(G), there exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G of size k. Hence,
for any number k, where |PCL| + |PCR|2(GL) + 2(GR)k2(G), there exists a
minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G of size k.
By arguments given in the above cases, the if part of Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11 holds
true in case that G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation.
Case III: G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation.
By assumption, G has a twin-set path cover and hence, G has a minimum-free-number
twin-set path cover. By Statement (1), assume PC is a minimum-free-number twin-set path
cover of G with VL(PC) and VR(PC) being minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of
GL and GR , respectively. By Statement (4), we have
f (GL)+ f (GR)2, (18)
1(GL)− 2(GR)f (GL). (19)
We ﬁrst prove the following ﬁve claims which are used in proving Statement (3) in this
case.
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Claim 1. |PC| = 1 or R(G,PC) = f (GR).
Proof. By deﬁnition, R(G,PC)f (GR) and |PC|1. Assume, by contradiction, that
|PC| > 1 and R(G,PC) > f (GR). Since VR(PC) is a minimum-free-number twin-set
path cover of GR and R(G,PC) > f (GR) = (GR, VR(PC)), there exists a path P1 in
PC having an end vertex in the twin set of GL and the other end vertex in the twin set of
GR . Let P2 be another path in PC other than P1. By deﬁnition, P2 has an end vertex in the
twin set of GL. Without loss of generality, assume the path-end of P1 is in the twin set of
GR and the path-start of P2 is in the twin set of GL. Then, P = P1P2 is a path having at
least one end vertex in the twin set ofGL. Clearly, (PC \ {P1, P2})∪ {P } is a twin-set path
cover ofGwith less free vertices thanPC, a contradiction. Thus, |PC| = 1 or R(G,PC) =
f (GR). 
Claim 2. If R(G,PC) > f (GR), then |PC| = 1, f (GL) = f (GR) = 0, R(G,PC) = 1,
and 1(GL) = 2(GR).
Proof. By Claim 1, |PC| = 1 or R(G,PC) = f (GR). Since R(G,PC) > f (GR), we
have |PC| = 1. Let P be the only path in PC. By deﬁnition, P has one end vertex in the
twin set of GL. Without loss of generality, assume the path-start of P is in the twin set of
GL. Consider the following three cases:
Case 1: The path-end of P is in VL. Clearly, R(G,PC) = f (GR) = 0, a contradiction.
Case 2: The path-end of P is in VR but not in the twin set of GR . It is easy to see that
R(G,PC) = f (GR) = 1 in this case, a contradiction.
Case 3: The path-end of P is in the twin set of GR . In this case, R(G,PC) = 1 and
f (GL) = f (GR) = 0. By Lemma 3.8, |PC| = 1 = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC)
and hence |VL(PC)| = |VR(PC)|. By assumption, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are minimum-
free-number twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively. By induction hypothesis
of Statement (3), 1(GL) |VL(PC)|2(GL) and 1(GR) |VR(PC)|2(GR). By
Eq. (19), 1(GL)2(GR). Assume, by contradiction, that 1(GL) > 2(GR). Then,
there exist minimum-free-number twin-set path covers PCL and PCR of GL and GR , re-
spectively, such that |PCL| − |PCR| = 1. We then can construct from PCL and PCR a
new twin-set path cover ofGwithout any free vertex, a contradiction. Therefore, 1(GL) =
2(GR). 
Claim 3. If 1(GL)=2(GR) and f (GL)= f (GR)= 0, then |PC| = 1 and R(G,
PC)= 1.
Proof. By induction hypothesis of Statement (3), 1(GL) |VL(PC)|2(GL) and 1
(GR) |VR(PC)|2(GR). Since 1(GL) = 2(GR), we have |VL(PC)| |VR(PC)|.
By Lemma 3.8, |VL(PC)| |VR(PC)|. Hence, |VL(PC)| = |VR(PC)|. By Lemma 3.8,
|PC| = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC). Hence, |PC| = R(G,PC) > f (GR). By
Claim 2, |PC| = 1 and R(G,PC) = 1. 
Claim 4. 1(GL)− 2(GR)+ R(G,PC) = max{1,1(GL)− 2(GR)+ f (GR)}.
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Proof. By Eq. (19), 1(GL)− 2(GR)f (GL)0. There are the following two cases:
Case 1: 1(GL) − 2(GR) > 0. In this case, R(G,PC) = f (GR) by Claim 2. Thus,
1(GL)− 2(GR)+ R(G,PC) = 1(GL)− 2(GR)+ f (GR) > 1.
Case 2: 1(GL) − 2(GR) = 0. Since 1(GL) − 2(GR)f (GL) and 1(GL) =
2(GR), we have f (GL) = 0. Suppose that f (GR) = 0. Then, R(G,PC) = f (GR) by
Claim 2 and hence 1(GL) − 2(GR) + R(G,PC) = 1(GL) − 2(GR) + f (GR) =
f (GR)1. Thus, 1(GL)− 2(GR)+ R(G,PC) = f (GR). On the other hand, suppose
that f (GR) = 0. By Claim 3, |PC| = 1 and R(G,PC) = 1. Hence, 1(GL)− 2(GR)+
R(G,PC) = 1. 
Claim 5. f (G) = f (GL)+f (GR) if1(GL)−2(GR) > 0;andf (G) = max{1, f (GR)}
otherwise.
Proof. By Eq. (19), 1(GL)− 2(GR)f (GL)0. There are the following two cases:
Case 1: 1(GL)−2(GR)>0. By Claim 2, R(G,PC)=f (GR). By Proposition 2.2,
L(G,PC)=(GL, VL(PC)). Since PC is a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of
G and VL(PC) is a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of GL, we have f (G) =
(G,PC) = L(G,PC)+R(G,PC) = (GL, VL(PC))+R(G,PC) = f (GL)+f (GR).
Case 2: 1(GL)−2(GR)=0. In this case, f (GL)=0. By Proposition 2.2, L(G,PC)=
(GL, VL(PC)). Since VL(PC) is a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of GL,
we have (GL, VL(PC)) = f (GL) = 0. Hence, f (G) = (G,PC) = L(G,PC) +
R(G,PC) = R(G,PC). Suppose f (GR) = 0. Then, R(G,PC) = f (GR) by Claim 2.
Hence, f (G) = f (GR). On the other hand, suppose that f (GR) = 0. By Claim 3, we have
|PC| = 1 and R(G,PC) = 1. Hence, f (G) = R(G,PC) = 1.
By arguments given in the above two cases, f (G) = f (GL) + f (GR) if 1(GL) −
2(GR) > 0; and f (G) = max{1, f (GR)} if 1(GL)− 2(GR) = 0. 
Based upon the above claims, we prove Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11 in case that G is
formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation in the following.
(Only if part of Case III) We now prove the only if part of Statement (3) in case that G
is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation by showing that the following state-
ment holds: if G has a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of size k, then 1(G) =
max{1,1(GL)−2(GR)+f (GR)}k max{1, f (GL)+f (GR),2(GL)−1(GR)+
f (GR)} = 2(G).
By Statement (1), assumePC is a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover ofG of size
k with VL(PC) and VR(PC) being minimum-free-number twin-set path covers of GL and
GR , respectively. By Lemma 3.8, we have
|PC| = |VL(PC)| − |VR(PC)| + R(G,PC). (20)
By induction hypothesis of Statement (3), we have
1(GL) |VL(PC)|2(GL), (21)
1(GR) |VR(PC)|2(GR). (22)
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Combining Eqs. (20)–(22), we get
1(GL)− 2(GR)+ R(G,PC) |PC|2(GL)− 1(GR)+ R(G,PC). (23)
Since R(G,PC)f (GR), we have |PC|2(GL)−1(GR)+f (GR). Clearly, |PC|1
and |PC|f (GL)+f (GR). Thus, |PC| max{1, f (GL)+f (GR),2(GL)−1(GR)+
f (GR)}. By Eq. (23) and Claim 4, max{1,1(GL)−2(GR)+f (GR)} |PC|. This proves
the only if part of Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11 in case that G is formed fromGL andGR
by a pendant operation.
(If part of Case III) We next prove the if part of Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11 in case
that G is formed from GL and GR by a pendant operation by showing that the following
statement holds: if G has a twin-set path cover and 1(G) = max{1,1(GL)− 2(GR)+
f (GR)}k max{1, f (GL) + f (GR),2(GL) − 1(GR) + f (GR)} = 2(G), then G
has a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of size k.
In the following, we prove that there exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover
of G of size k. By Statement (4), 1(GL) − 2(GR)f (GL)0. Consider the following
two cases:
Case 1: 1(GL)−2(GR) = 0 and f (GR) = 0. In this case, f (GL) = 0 since 1(GL)−
2(GR)f (GL). It is easy to see that 2(GL)−1(GR)1(GL)−1(GR) = 2(GR)−
1(GR)0. Hence, 2(GL)−1(GR)0. Therefore, 1(G)=2(G)=1=k. By induction
hypothesis of Statement (3), there exist minimum-free-number twin-set path covers PCL
and PCR of GL and GR , respectively, such that |PCL| = 1(GL) = |PCR| = 2(GR).
Since f (GL) = 0, we have (GL,PCL) = 0. Hence, (GL,PCL) + (GR,PCR)2
and |PCL| − |PCR|(GL,PCL). By Lemma 3.9, we can construct from PCL and PCR
a twin-set path cover PC of G of size 1 such that (G,PC) = 1. By Claim 5, PC is a
minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G.
Case 2: 1(GL)− 2(GR) > 0 or f (GR) > 0. Clearly, 1(G) = 1(GL)− 2(GR)+
f (GR). Since 1(GL)− 2(GR)f (GL), we have
1(GL)− 2(GR)+ f (GR)f (GL)+ f (GR). (24)
Since 1(GL)2(GL) and 1(GR)2(GR), we have
1(GL)− 2(GR)+ f (GR)2(GL)− 1(GR)+ f (GR). (25)
By Eqs. (24), (25), and 1(G)1, we get 1(G)2(G). Thus, we have
1(GL)− 2(GR)+ f (GR)k  max{1, f (GL)+ f (GR),2(GL)
−1(GR)+ f (GR)}. (26)
Since 1(GL)2(GL) and 1(GR)2(GR), the following statement holds: for any
number k, where 1(GL)− 2(GR)+ f (GR)k max{1, f (GL)+ f (GR),2(GL)−
1(GR)+f (GR)}, there exist kL and kR such that 1(GL)kL2(GL), 1(GR)kR
2(GR), and k = kL − kR + f (GR).
By induction hypothesis of Statement (3), there exist minimum-free-number twin-set
path covers PCL and PCR of GL and GR of size kL and kR , respectively. Clearly, kL −
kRf (GL). Furthermore, k = kL−kR1 if f (GR) = 0. Hence, f (GR) = 0 or kL = kR .
By Lemma 3.9, we can construct from PCL and PCR a twin-set path cover PC of G of
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size k such that (G,PC) = f (GL)+ f (GR). By Claim 5, PC is a minimum-free-number
twin-set path cover of G.
By arguments given in the above two cases, the if part of Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11
holds true in case thatG is formed fromGL andGR by a pendant operation. This completes
the proof of Statement (3). 
Proof of Statement (5). By Statement (4), both GL and GR have twin-set path covers,
f (GL)+ f (GR)2, and 1(GL)− 2(GR)f (GL). Following Claim 5 in the proof of
Statement (3), the statement holds true. 
In the following, we show how to decide whether a distance-hereditary graph G has a
Hamiltonian path. Since G is connected, G must not be formed from GL and GR by a
false-twin operation. The two graphs formed fromGL andGR by a true-twin operation and
a pendant operation are isomorphism. Without loss of generality, we assume G is formed
from GL and GR by a true-twin operation.
Lemma 3.12. AssumeG is formed fromGL andGR by a true-twin operation and f (GL)+
f (GR) = 2. Then, G has a Hamiltonian path if and only if there exist minimum-free-
number twin-set path coversPCL andPCR ofGL andGR , respectively, such that |PCR| =
|PCL| − f (GL)+ 1.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, f (G) = f (GL)+ f (GR) = 2. There are three cases:
Case 1: f (GL) = 2 and f (GR) = 0. Suppose that P is a Hamiltonian path of G. Let
PC = {P }. Then, PC is a path cover of G and VL(PC) and VR(PC) are twin-set path
covers of GL and GR , respectively. Let PCL = VL(PC) and PCR = VR(PC). Neither of
the two end vertices of P is in the twin set of G. Otherwise, PC is a twin-set path cover
of G having at most one free vertex and it contradicts the assumption that f (G) = 2.
Clearly, (GL,PCL) = f (GL) = 2. That is, both end vertices of P are in VL and hence
|PCL| = |PCR| + 1. Therefore, |PCR| = |PCL| − f (GL) + 1 since f (GL) = 2. This
proves the only if part of the lemma in case that f (GL) = 2 and f (GR) = 0. On the other
hand, suppose that there exist minimum-free-number twin-set path covers PCL and PCR
of GL and GR , respectively, such that |PCR| = |PCL| − f (GL) + 1. Since f (GL) = 2,
we have |PCL| = |PCR| + 1 and (GL,PCL) = 2. We can concatenate paths in PCL and
PCR alternately into a Hamiltonian path of G starting from a semi-twin-set path of GL in
PCL and ending at another semi-twin-set path ofGL in PCL. This proves the if part of the
lemma in case that f (GL) = 2 and f (GR) = 0.
Case 2: f (GL) = 0 and f (GR) = 2. By symmetry, we can prove this case by arguments
similar to those for proving Case 1.
Case 3: f (GL) = f (GR) = 1. Suppose that P is a Hamiltonian path of G. Let PC =
{P }. Then, PC is a path cover of G, and VL(PC) and VR(PC) are twin-set path covers
of GL and GR , respectively. Let PCL = VL(PC) and PCR = VR(PC). Neither of the
two end vertices of P is in the twin set of G. Otherwise, PC is a twin-set path cover of G
having at most one free vertex and it contradicts the assumption that f (G) = 2. Clearly,
(GL,PCL) = f (GL) = 1 and (GR,PCR) = f (GR) = 1. In otherwords, one end vertex
of P is in VL and the other end vertex of P is in VR . Hence, |PCL| = |PCR|. Therefore,
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|PCR| = |PCL| − f (GL)+ 1 since f (GL) = 1. This proves the only if part of the lemma
in case that f (GL) = 1 and f (GR) = 1. On the other hand, suppose that there exist
minimum-free-number twin-set path covers PCL and PCR of GL and GR , respectively,
such that |PCR| = |PCL| − f (GL)+ 1. Since f (GL) = 1, we have |PCL| = |PCR| and
(GL,PCL) = 1.We can concatenate paths inPCL andPCR alternately into aHamiltonian
path of G starting from a semi-twin-set path of GL in PCL and ending at another semi-
twin-set path of GR in PCR . This proves the if part of the lemma in case that f (GL) = 1
and f (GR) = 1. 
Corollary 3.13. Assume G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation and
f (GL)+ f (GR) = 2. Then, G has a Hamiltonian path if and only if there exist minimum-
free-number twin-set path covers PCL and PCR of GL and GR , respectively, such that
|PCL| = |PCR| − f (GR)+ 1.
Proof. Since f (GL) + f (GR) = 2, we have |PCL| = |PCR| − f (GR) + 1 if and
only if |PCR| = |PCL| − f (GL) + 1. Hence, the corollary follows immediately from
Lemma 3.12. 
Lemma 3.14. Assume G is formed from GL and GR by a true-twin operation and G has
Hamiltonian path. Let P be a Hamiltonian path of G with maximum number of end vertices
in the twin set of G and PC = {P }. Then, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are minimum-free-number
twin-set path covers of GL and GR , respectively.
Proof. Since (GL, VL(PC)) + (GR, VR(PC))2, (GL, VL(PC))2 and (GR, VR
(PC))2. By deﬁnition, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are twin-set path covers of GL and GR ,
respectively.
Assume, by contradiction, that VL(PC) is not a minimum-free-number twin-set path
cover of GL. Let p = |VL(PC)| and  = (GL, VL(PC)). By Statement (2) of Theo-
rem 3.11, there exists a minimum-free-number twin-set path cover PCL of GL of size pf
such that ppf p − + f (GL). There are three cases:
Case 1: − f (GL) = 2. In this case,  = 2 and f (GL) = 0 since 2 and f (GL)0.
Since (GL, VL(PC)) + (GR, VR(PC)) =  + (GR, VR(PC))2 and  = 2, we have
(GR, VR(PC)) = 0. Since  = 2, |VL(PC)| = p = |VR(PC)| + 1. Since ppf p −
+ f (GL), |VR(PC)| + 1pf  |VR(PC)| − 1 and hence, one of the following equalities
holds:pf = |VR(PC)|+1,pf = |VR(PC)|, andpf = |VR(PC)|−1. Since all end vertices
of paths in PCL and VR(PC) are in the twin set of G, we can concatenate paths from PCL
and VR(PC) alternately into a Hamiltonian path of G no matter which one of the above
three equalities holds. Clearly, the number of end vertices of this Hamiltonian path in the
twin set of G is more than that of P, a contradiction.
Case 2: −f (GL)=1 and f (GL)=1. In this case,=2. Since  + (GR, VR(PC))2
and  = 2, (GR, VR(PC)) = 0. Since  = 2, |VL(PC)| = p = |VR(PC)| + 1.
Since ppf p −  + f (GL), |VR(PC)| + 1pf  |VR(PC)| and hence, either pf =
|VR(PC)| + 1 or pf = |VR(PC)|. Since all end vertices of paths in VR(PC) are in the twin
set of G and f (GL) = 1, we can concatenate paths from PCL and VR(PC) alternately
into a Hamiltonian path of G starting from a semi-twin-set path of GL in PCL and ending
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at either a twin-set path of GL in PCL or a twin-set path of GR in VR(PC). Clearly, the
number of end vertices of this Hamiltonian path in the twin set of G is more than that of P,
a contradiction.
Case 3: − f (GL) = 1 and f (GL) = 0. In this case,  = 1. Since  = (GL, VL(PC))
and (GL, VL(PC))+ (GR, VR(PC))2, we have (GR, VR(PC))2− 1 = 1. Hence,
either (GR, VR(PC)) = 1 or (GR, VR(PC)) = 0. There are the following two subcases:
Case 3.1: (GR, VR(PC)) = 1. In this subcase, |VL(PC)| = p = |VR(PC)|. Since
ppf p −  + f (GL),  = 1, and f (GL) = 0, we have ppf p − 1 and hence,
either pf = |VR(PC)| or pf = |VR(PC)| − 1. Since all end vertices of paths in PCL are
in the twin set of G and (GR, VR(PC)) = 1, we can concatenate paths from PCL and
VR(PC) alternately into a Hamiltonian path of G starting from a semi-twin-set path ofGR
in VR(PC) and ending at either a twin-set path of GL in PCL or a twin-set path of GR in
VR(PC). Clearly, the number of end vertices of this Hamiltonian path in the twin set of G
is more than that of P, a contradiction.
Case 3.2: (GR, VR(PC)) = 0. In this subcase, either |VL(PC)| = p = |VR(PC)| or
|VL(PC)| = p = |VR(PC)|+1. Sinceppf p−+f (GL),  = 1, and f (GL) = 0, we
have ppf p−1 and hence, one of the following equalities holds: pf = |VR(PC)|+1,
pf = |VR(PC)|, andpf = |VR(PC)|−1. Since all endvertices of paths inPCL andVR(PC)
are in the twin set of G, we can concatenate paths from PCL and VR(PC) alternately into
a Hamiltonian path of G no matter which one of the above three equalities holds. Clearly,
the number of end vertices of this Hamiltonian path in the twin set of G is more than that
of P, a contradiction.
By arguments given in the above cases, we prove thatVL(PC) is a minimum-free-number
twin-set path cover ofGL. The case that VR(PC) is a minimum-free-number twin-set path
cover of GR can be proved similarly. 
Recall that 1(G) and 2(G) denote the maximum and minimum cardinalities of a
minimum-free-number twin-set path cover of G, respectively, if G has a twin-set path
cover. We then show the sufﬁcient and necessary conditions for G having a Hamiltonian
path in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.15. AssumeG is formed fromGL andGR by a true-twin operation. Then,Ghas
a Hamiltonian path if and only if (1) f (GL)+ f (GR)1 and 2(G) = 1 or (2) f (GL)+
f (GR) = 2 and max{1,2(GL)− 1(GR)+ f (GR),2(GR)− 1(GL)+ f (GL)} = 1.
Proof. Only if part:
SupposeG has aHamiltonian path.We consider aHamiltonian pathP ofGwithmaximum
number of end vertices in the twin set of G. Let PC = {P }. By deﬁnition, PC is a path
cover ofG. By Lemma 3.14, VL(PC) and VR(PC) are minimum-free-number twin-set path
covers of GL and GR , respectively. There are two cases:
Case 1: P has at least one end vertex in the twin set of G. Then, PC is a twin-set path
cover ofG. By Theorem 3.2, f (G) = f (GL)+f (GR). By Statement (3) of Theorem 3.11,
f (G) = f (GL)+ f (GR)1 and 2(G) = 1.
Case 2: Neither of the two end vertices ofP is in the twin set ofG. Since (GL, VL(PC) =
f (GL) and (GR, VR(PC)) = f (GR), we have f (GL) + f (GR) = 2. By Statement (3)
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of Theorem 3.11, we have
1(GL) |VL(PC)|2(GL), (27)
1(GR) |VR(PC)|2(GR). (28)
By Lemma 3.12, |VR(PC)| = |VL(PC)| − f (GL) + 1. By Eqs. (27) and (28), 1 =
|VR(PC)|−|VL(PC)|+f (GL)2(GR)−1(GL)+f (GL). On the other hand, |VL(PC)|
= |VR(PC)| − f (GR) + 1 by Corollary 3.13. By Eqs. (27) and (28), 1 = |VL(PC)| −
|VR(PC)|+f (GR)2(GL)−1(GR)+f (GR). Therefore, max{1,2(GL)−1(GR)+
f (GR),2(GR)− 1(GL)+ f (GL)} = 1.
If part:
Case 1: f (GL)+ f (GR)1 and 2(G) = 1. By deﬁnition, there exists a path cover of
G of size 1. Hence, G has a Hamiltonian path.
Case 2: f (GL) + f (GR) = 2 and max{1,2(GL) − 1(GR) + f (GR),2(GR) −
1(GL)+ f (GL)} = 1. There are the following two subcases:
Case2.1:1(GL)1(GR). Since12(GL)−1(GR)+f (GR),1(GR)−f (GR)+
12(GL). Suppose that 1(GL)1(GR) − f (GR) + 1. Let kR = 1(GR) and kL =
kR − f (GR) + 12(GL). Then, 1(GL)kL2(GL). By Statement (3) of Theo-
rem 3.11, there exist minimum-free-number twin-set path covers PCL and PCR of GL
and GR , respectively, such that |PCL| = kL and |PCR| = kR . By Corollary 3.13, G has
a Hamiltonian path. On the other hand, suppose that 1(GR) − f (GR) + 1 > 1(GL).
Since 1(GL)1(GR), we have f (GR) = 0, f (GL) = 2, and 1(GL) = 1(GR).
Since 12(GR)−1(GL)+f (GL), 1(GL)2(GR)+f (GL)−12(GR)+1. Let
kL = 1(GL) and kR = kL − 1. Then, 1(GR) > kR2(GR). By Statement (3) of The-
orem 3.11, there exist two twin-set path covers PCL and PCR ofGL andGR , respectively,
such that |PCL| = kL and |PCR| = kR . By Corollary 3.13, G has a Hamiltonian path.
Case 2.2: 1(GL)<1(GR). Since 12(GR)−1(GL)+f (GL), 1(GL)−
f (GL)+12(GR). Let kL=1(GL) and kR=kL−f (GL)+1. Then, 1(GR)
kR2(GR). By Theorem 3.11, there exist minimum-free-number twin-set path covers
PCL andPCR ofGL andGR , respectively, such that |PCL|=kL and |PCR|=kR . By Lemma
3.12, G has a Hamiltonian path. 
ByTheorems 3.2 and 3.11, we have a recursive program for computing f (G), 1(G), and
2(G) in linear time using the decomposition treeDT(G) of a distance-hereditary graphG.
By Theorem 3.15, whether G has a Hamiltonian path can be determined in constant time
if f (GL), f (GR), 1(GL), 2(GL), 1(GR), and 2(GR) are given. Hence, we conclude
the following theorem.
Theorem 3.16. TheHamiltonianpathproblemondistance-hereditary graphs canbe solved
in O(m+ n) time.
Though we only describe the algorithm to decide whether a distance-hereditary graph
has a Hamiltonian path, it can be easily extended to ﬁnd a Hamiltonian path in the same
time bound.
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4. The other Hamiltonian problems
In this section, we show that the 2HP, 1HP, and Hamiltonian cycle problems on distance-
hereditary graphs can be reduced to the Hamiltonian path problem on the same class of
graphs in O(n) time.
To solve the 2HP problem which is to ﬁnd a Hamiltonian path starting from vertex u to
vertex v given graph G = (V ,E) and vertices u, v in V , we add two pendant vertices u′
and v′ to obtain graphG′ such that they are connected to only u and v, respectively. In other
words,G′ = (V ∪ {u′, v′}, E ∪ {(u, u′), (v, v′)}). By deﬁnition,G′ is a distance-hereditary
graph if G is a distance-hereditary graph [3]. Then, G has a Hamiltonian path from u to v
if and only if G′ has a Hamiltonian path. Thus, the 2HP problem on distance-hereditary
graphs can be solved in linear time by this reduction technique. Similarly, we can reduce
the 1HP problem to the Hamiltonian path problem on distance-hereditary graphs. To solve
the Hamiltonian cycle problem on distance-hereditary graph G = (V ,E), we add a vertex
u′ to G to obtainG′ such that u′ is adjacent to all neighbors of u in G, where u is any vertex
of G. In other words, G′ = (V ∪ {u′}, E ∪ {(u′, v)|v ∈ N(u)}), where N(u) consists of
all vertices adjacent to u in G. Then, G has a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if G′ has a
Hamiltonian path starting from u to u′. Notice that G′ is a distance-hereditary graph if G
is a distance-hereditary graph [3]. A decomposition tree of G′ is easily obtained from a
decomposition tree of G in O(n) time. Thus, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. The 1HP, 2HP, and Hamiltonian cycle problems on distance-hereditary
graphs can be solved in O(m+ n) time.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we solve the Hamiltonian path problem on distance-hereditary graphs in
O(m+n)-linear time.Using a simple reduction,we show that the 1HP, 2HP, andHamiltonian
cycle problems on distance-hereditary graphs can also be solved in linear time.
A path cover of a graphG = (V ,E) is a set of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths such that the
disjoint union of the vertices of these paths equals to V . The path cover problem is to ﬁnd
a path cover of the minimum number of paths of a graph. The path cover problem contains
the Hamiltonian path problem as a special case since ﬁnding a path cover consisting of a
single path corresponds directly to the Hamiltonian path problem. The complexity of the
path cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs is still unknown. A future work will be
to extend our technique to solve the path cover problem on distance-hereditary graphs.
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